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Abstract  1 

In a context of ongoing biodiversity erosion, obtaining genomic resources from wildlife is 2 

becoming essential for conservation. The thousands of yearly mammalian roadkill could 3 

potentially provide a useful source material for genomic surveys. To illustrate the potential of 4 

this underexploited resource, we used roadkill samples to sequence reference genomes and 5 

study the genomic diversity of the bat-eared fox (Otocyon megalotis) and the aardwolf 6 

(Proteles cristata) for which subspecies have been defined based on similar disjunct 7 

distributions in Eastern and Southern Africa. By developing an optimized DNA extraction 8 

protocol, we successfully obtained long reads using the Oxford Nanopore Technologies 9 

(ONT) MinION device. For the first time in mammals, we obtained two reference genomes 10 

with high contiguity and gene completeness by combining ONT long reads with Illumina 11 

short reads using hybrid assembly. Based on re-sequencing data from few other roakill 12 

samples, the comparison of the genetic differentiation between our two pairs of subspecies to 13 

that of pairs of well-defined species across Carnivora showed that the two subspecies of 14 

aardwolf might warrant species status (P. cristata and P. septentrionalis), whereas the two 15 

subspecies of bat-eared fox might not. Moreover, using these data, we conducted 16 

demographic analyses that revealed similar trajectories between Eastern and Southern 17 

populations of both species, suggesting that their population sizes have been shaped by 18 

similar environmental fluctuations. Finally, we obtained a well resolved genome-scale 19 

phylogeny for Carnivora with evidence for incomplete lineage sorting among the three main 20 

arctoid lineages. Overall, our cost-effective strategy opens the way for large-scale population 21 

genomic studies and phylogenomics of mammalian wildlife using roadkill. 22 

 23 

Keywords  24 

Roadkill, Genomics, Population genomics, Phylogenomics, Species delimitation, Carnivora, 25 

Systematics, Genetic differentiation, Mitogenomes, Africa.  26 
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 2 

Introduction 27 

In  the context of worldwide biodiversity erosion, obtaining large-scale genomic resources 28 

from wildlife is essential for biodiversity assessment and species conservation. An 29 

underexploited but potentially useful source of material for genomics is the thousands of 30 

annual wildlife fatalities due to collisions with cars. Mammalian roadkill in particular are 31 

unfortunately so frequent that several citizen science surveys have been implemented on this 32 

subject in recent decades (Périquet et al., 2018; Shilling et al., 2015). For example, in South 33 

Africa alone, over 12,000 wildlife road mortality incidents were recorded by The Endangered 34 

Wildlife Trust’s Wildlife and Roads Project from 1949 to 2017 (Endangered Wildlife Trust 35 

2017). Initially developed to measure the impact of roads on wildlife, these web-based 36 

systems highlight the amount of car-wildlife collision. The possibility of retrieving DNA 37 

from roadkill tissue samples (Etherington et al., 2020; Maigret, 2019) could provide new 38 

opportunities in genomics by giving access not only to a large number of specimens of 39 

commonly encountered species but also to more elusive species that might be difficult to 40 

sample otherwise.  41 

Recent advances in the development of high-throughput sequencing technologies 42 

have made the sequencing of hundreds or thousands of genetic loci cost efficient and have 43 

offered the possibility of using ethanol-preserved tissues, old DNA extracts, and museum 44 

specimens (Blaimer et al., 2016; Guschanski et al., 2013). This method combined with third 45 

generation long read sequencing technologies such as Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) and 46 

Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) sequencing have increased the sizes of the sequenced 47 

molecules from several kilobases to several megabases. The relatively high level of 48 

sequencing errors (10-15%) associated with these technologies can be compensated by 49 

sequencing at a high depth of coverage to avoid sequencing errors in de novo genome 50 

assembly and thus obtain reference genomes with high base accuracy, contiguity, and 51 
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completeness (Koren et al., 2017; Shafin et al., 2020; Vaser et al., 2017). Originally designed 52 

to provide a portable sequencing method in the field, ONT instruments such as the MinION 53 

(Jain et al., 2016) allow direct sequencing of DNA molecules with simplified library 54 

preparation procedures even in tropical environments with elevated temperature and humidity 55 

conditions (Blanco et al., 2019; Parker et al., 2017; Pomerantz et al., 2018; Srivathsan et al., 56 

2018). This approach is particularly suitable for sequencing roadkill specimens for which it is 57 

notoriously difficult to obtain a large amount of high-quality DNA because of post-mortem 58 

DNA degradation processes. Furthermore, it is possible to correct errors in ONT long reads 59 

by combining them with Illumina short reads, either to polish de novo long read-based 60 

genome assemblies (Batra et al., 2019a; Jain et al., 2018; Nicholls et al., 2019; Walker et al., 61 

2014) or to construct hybrid assemblies (Di Genova et al., 2018; Gan et al., 2019; Tan et al., 62 

2018; Zimin et al., 2013). In hybrid assembly approaches, the accuracy of short reads with 63 

high depth of coverage (50-100x) allows the use of long reads at lower depth of coverage 64 

(10-30x) essentially for scaffolding (Armstrong et al., 2020; Kwan et al., 2019). A promising 65 

hybrid assembly approach combining short and long read sequencing data has been 66 

implemented in MaSuRCA software (Zimin et al., 2017, 2013). This approach consists of 67 

transforming large numbers of short reads into a much smaller number of longer highly 68 

accurate “super reads” allowing the use of a mixture of read lengths. Furthermore, this 69 

method is designed to tolerate a significant level of sequencing error. Initially developed to 70 

address short reads from Sanger sequencing and longer reads from 454 Life Sciences 71 

instruments, this method has already shown promising results for combining Illumina and 72 

ONT/PacBio sequencing data in several taxonomic groups, such as plants (Scott et al., 2020; 73 

Wang et al., 2020; Zimin et al., 2017), birds (Gan et al., 2019), and fishes (Jiang et al., 2019; 74 

Kadobianskyi et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2018) but not yet in mammals. 75 
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To illustrate the potential of roadkill as a useful resource for whole genome 76 

sequencing and assembly, we studied two of the most frequently encountered mammalian 77 

roadkill species in South Africa (Périquet et al., 2018): the bat-eared fox (Otocyon megalotis, 78 

Canidae) and the aardwolf (Proteles cristata, Hyaenidae). These two species are among 79 

several African vertebrate taxa presenting disjunct distributions between Southern and 80 

Eastern African populations that are separated by more than a thousand kilometres (e.g. 81 

Ostrich (Miller et al., 2011), Ungulates Lorenzen et al. 2012). Diverse biogeographical 82 

scenarios involving the survival and divergence of populations in isolated savannah refugia 83 

during the climatic oscillations of the Pleistocene have been proposed to explain these 84 

disjunct distributions in ungulates (Lorenzen et al., 2012). Among Carnivora, subspecies have 85 

been defined based on this peculiar allopatric distribution not only for the black-backed 86 

jackal (Canis mesomelas; Walton and Joly 2003) but also for both the bat-eared fox (Clark, 87 

2005) and the aardwolf (Koehler and Richardson, 1990) (Fig. 1). The bat-eared fox is divided 88 

into the Southern bat-eared fox (O. megalotis megalotis) and the Eastern bat-eared fox (O. 89 

megalotis virgatus) (Clark, 2005), and the aardwolf is devided into the Southern aardwolf (P. 90 

cristata cristata) and the Eastern aardwolf (P. cristata septentrionalis) (Koehler and 91 

Richardson, 1990). However, despite known differences in behaviour between subspecies 92 

within both species (Wilson et al., 2009), no genetic or genomic assessment of population 93 

differentiation has been conducted to date. In other taxa, similar allopatric distributions have 94 

led to genetic differences between populations and several studies reported substantial 95 

intraspecific genetic structuration between Eastern and Southern populations (Atickem et al., 96 

2018; Barnett et al., 2006; Dehghani et al., 2008; Lorenzen et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2011; 97 

Rohland et al., 2005). Here we investigate whether similar genetic structuration and 98 

population differentiation have occurred between subspecies of bat-eared fox and aardwolf 99 

using whole genome data.   100 
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 101 

Figure 1. Disjunct distributions of the aardwolf (Proteles cristata) and the bat-eared fox (Otocyon megalotis) in 102 
Eastern and Southern Africa. Within each species, two subspecies have been recognized based on their 103 
distributions and morphological differences (Clark, 2005; Koehler and Richardson, 1990). 104 

To evaluate the taxonomic status of the proposed subspecies within both O. megalotis 105 

and P. cristata, we first sequenced and assembled two reference genomes from roadkill 106 

samples by combining ONT long reads and Illumina short reads using the MaSuRCA hybrid 107 

assembler. The quality of our genome assemblies was assessed by comparison to available 108 

mammalian genome assemblies. Then, to estimate the genetic diversity of these species and 109 

to perform genome-scale species delimitation analyses, two additional individuals from the 110 

disjunct South African and Tanzanian populations of both species were resequenced at high 111 

depth of coverage using Illumina short reads. Using this additional population genomic data, 112 

we estimated the genetic diversity and differentiation of each subspecies pair via an FST-like 113 

measure, which we called the genetic differentiation index, and the result compared with the 114 

genetic differentiation among pairs of well-established carnivoran species. Our results 115 

indicate that the two subspecies of P. cristata might warrant species status whereas the two 116 

subspecies of O. megalotis may not. Our results showing that high-quality reference 117 

mammalian genomes could be obtained through combination of short- and long-read 118 
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sequencing methods provide opportunities for large-scale population genomic studies of 119 

mammalian wildlife using (re)sequencing of samples collected from roadkill. 120 

 121 

Results 122 

Mitochondrial diversity within Carnivora 123 

The first dataset, composed of complete carnivoran mitogenomes available in GenBank 124 

combined with the newly generated sequences of the two subspecies of P. cristata, the two 125 

subspecies of O. megalotis, Parahyaena brunnea, Speothos venaticus and Vulpes vulpes, plus 126 

the sequences extracted from UCE libraries for Bdeogale nigripes, Fossa fossana, and 127 

Viverra tangalunga, consists of 142 species or subspecies representing all families of 128 

Carnivora. Maximum likelihood (ML) analyses reconstructed a robust mitogenomic 129 

phylogeny, with 91.4% of the nodes (128 out of 140) recovered with bootstrap support higher 130 

than 95% (Fig. 2a). The patristic distances based on complete mitogenomes between the 131 

allopatric subspecies of aardwolf and bat-eared fox were 0.045 and 0.020 substitutions per 132 

site, respectively (Table S1). These genetic distances are comparable to those observed 133 

between different well-defined species of Carnivora such as the red fox (Vulpes vulpes) and 134 

the fennec (Vulpes zerda) (0.029) or the Steppe polecat (Mustela eversmannii) and the 135 

Siberian weasel (Mustela sibirica) (0.034) (see Table S1).  136 

To further assess the genetic distances between the two pairs of subspecies and 137 

compare them to both polymorphism and divergence values observed across Carnivora, two 138 

supplemental datasets including at least two individuals per species were assembled by 139 

retrieving all COX1 and CYTB sequences, which are the two widely sequenced 140 

mitochondrial markers for carnivores, available on GenBank. These datasets include 3,657 141 

COX1 sequences for 150 species and 6,159 CYTB sequences for 203 species of Carnivora. 142 

After adding the corresponding sequences from the newly assembled mitogenomes, ML 143 
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 7 

phylogenetic inference was conducted on each dataset (Supplementary materials). The 144 

patristic distances between all tips of the resulting phylogenetic trees were measured and 145 

classified into two categories: (i) intraspecific variation (polymorphism) for distances inferred 146 

among individuals of the same species and (ii) interspecific divergence for distances inferred 147 

among individuals of different species. Despite an overlap between polymorphism and 148 

divergence in both mitochondrial genes, this analysis revealed a threshold between 149 

polymorphism and divergence of apprrowimately 0.02 substitutions per site for Carnivora 150 

(Fig. 2b). With a nucleotide distance of 0.054 for both COX1 and CYTB, the genetic 151 

distance observed between the two subspecies of aardwolf (Proteles ssp.) was higher than the 152 

majority of the intraspecific distances observed across Carnivora. However, with a nucleotide 153 

distances of 0.020 for COX1 and 0.032 for CYTB, the genetic distance observed between the 154 

two subspecies of bat-eared fox (Otocyon ssp.) was clearly in the ambiguous zone and did not 155 

provide a clear indication of the specific taxonomic status of these populations. 156 

Finally, to test whether the two pairs of allopatric subspecies diverged synchronously 157 

or in two different time periods, Bayesian molecular dating inferences were performed on the 158 

142-taxon ML mitogenomic tree. The resulting divergence times were slightly different 159 

depending on the clock model used (strict clock [CL], autocorrelated [LN or TK02] and 160 

uncorrelated [UGAM or UCLM]) (Supplementary materials). Cross-validation analyses 161 

resulted in the selection of the LN and UGAM models as the models with the best fit based 162 

on a higher cross-likelihood score than that of CL (LN and UGAM versus CL mean scores = 163 

35 ± 8). Unfortunately, these two statistically indistinguishable models provided different 164 

divergence times for the two pairs of subspecies, with LN favouring a synchronous 165 

divergence (approximately 1 Mya [95% credibility interval (CI) : 6.72 - 0.43]; Table S2), 166 

while UGAM favoured an asynchronous divergence (~0.6 [CI: 0.83 - 0.39] Mya for O. 167 

megalotis ssp. and ~1.3 [CI: 1.88 - 0.93] Mya for P. cristata ssp.; Table S2). However, the 168 
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three chains performed with the UGAM model recovered highly similar ages for the two 169 

nodes of interest with low CI 95% values whereas the three chains performed with the LN 170 

model recovered less similar ages between chains and high CI 95% values (Table 1). Visual 171 

inspection of the likelihood trajectories for the LN chains seems to indicate general lack of 172 

convergence caused by several local optima.    173 

 174 
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 175 

Figure 2. Representation of the mitochondrial genetic diversity within Carnivora with a) the mitogenomic 176 
phylogeny inferred from 142 complete Carnivora mitogenomes including those of the two populations of 177 
aardwolf (Proteles cristata) and bat-eared fox (Otocyon megalotis) and b) intraspecific (orange) and the 178 
interspecific (red) genetic diversities observed for the two mitochondrial markers COX1 and CYTB.   179 
    180 
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Assembling reference genomes from roadkill 181 

Considering the DNA quality and purity required to perform single-molecule sequencing 182 

with ONT, a specific protocol to extract DNA from roadkill was developed (Tilak et al., 183 

2020). This protocol was designed to specifically select the longest DNA fragments present 184 

in the extract also containing short degraded fragments. This protocol increased the median 185 

size of the sequenced raw DNA fragments three-fold in the case of aardwolf (Tilak et al., 186 

2020). In total, after high-accuracy basecalling, adapter trimming, and quality filtering, 27.3 187 

Gb of raw Nanopore long reads were sequenced using 16 MinION flow cells for the Southern 188 

aardwolf (P. c. cristata) and 33.0 Gb using 13 flow cells for the Southern bat-eared fox (O. 189 

m. megalotis) (Table 1). Due to quality differences among the extracted tissues for both 190 

species, the N50 of the DNA fragment size for P. cristata (9,175 bp) was about twice higher 191 

than the N50 of the DNA fragment size obtained for O. megalotis (4,393 bp). The quality of 192 

the reads basecalled with the high accuracy option of Guppy was significantly higher than the 193 

quality of those translated with the fast option, which led to better assemblies (see Fig. S1). 194 

Complementary Illumina sequencing returned 522.8 and 584.4 million quality-filtered reads 195 

per species corresponding to 129.5 Gb (expected coverage = 51.8x) and 154.8 Gb (expected 196 

coverage = 61.6x) for P. c. cristata and O. m. megalotis, respectively. Regarding the 197 

resequenced individuals of each species, on average 153.5 Gb were obtained with Illumina 198 

resequencing (Table 1). 199 

200 
Table 1. Summary of sequencing and assembly statistics of the genomes generated in this study. 201 
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The two reference genomes were assembled using MinION long reads and Illumina 202 

short reads in combination with MaSuRCA v3.2.9 (Zimin et al., 2013). Hybrid assemblies for 203 

both species were obtained with a high degree of contiguity with only 5,669 scaffolds and an 204 

N50 of 1.3 Mb for the aardwolf (P. cristata) and 11,081 scaffolds and an N50 of 728 kb for 205 

the bat-eared fox (O. megalotis) (Table 1). Exhaustive comparisons with 503 available 206 

mammalian assemblies revealed a large heterogeneity among taxonomic groups and a wide 207 

variance within groups in terms of both number of scaffolds and N50 values (Fig. 3, Table 208 

S3). Xenarthra was the group with the lowest quality genome assemblies, with a median 209 

number of scaffolds of more than one million and a median N50 of only 15 kb. Conversely, 210 

Carnivora contained genome assemblies of much better quality, with a median number of 211 

scaffolds of 15,872 and a median N50 of 4.6 Mb, although a large variance was observed 212 

among assemblies for both metrics (Fig. 3, Table S3). Our two new genomes compared 213 

favourably with the available carnivoran genome assemblies in terms of contiguity showing 214 

slightly less than the median N50 and a lower number of scaffolds than the majority of the 215 

other assemblies (Fig. 3, Table S3). Comparison of two hybrid assemblies with Illumina-216 

only assemblies obtained with SOAPdenovo illustrated the positive effect of introducing 217 

Nanopore long reads even at moderate coverage by reducing the number of scaffolds from 218 

409,724 to 5,669 (aardwolf) and from 433,209 to 11,081 (bat-eared fox) while increasing the 219 

N50 from 17.3 kb to 1.3 Mb (aardwolf) and from 22.3 kb to 728 kb (bat-eared fox). With 220 

regard to completeness based on 4,104 single-copy mammalian BUSCO orthologues, our two 221 

hybrid assemblies are among the best assemblies with more than 90% complete BUSCO 222 

genes and less than 4% missing genes (Fig. 4, Table S4). As expected, the two corresponding 223 

Illumina-only assemblies were much more fragmented and had globally much lower BUSCO 224 

scores (Fig. 4, Table S4). 225 

 226 
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 227 

 228 

Figure 3. Comparison of 503 mammalian genome assemblies from 12 taxonomic groups using bean plots of the 229 
a) number of scaffolds, and b) scaffold N50 values ranked by median values. Thick black lines show the 230 
medians, dashed black lines represent individual data points, and polygons represent the estimated density of the 231 
data. Note the log scale of the Y axes. The bat-eared fox (Otocyon megalotis) and aardwolf (Proteles cristata) 232 
assemblies produced in this study using SOAPdenovo and MaSuRCA are indicated by asterisks. Bean plots 233 
were computed using BoxPlotR (Spitzer et al., 2014). 234 
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 235 

Figure 4. BUSCO completeness assessment of 67 Carnivora genome assemblies visualized as bar charts 236 
representing percentages of complete single-copy (light blue), complete duplicated (dark blue), fragmented 237 
(yellow), and missing (red) genes ordered by increasing percentage of total complete genes. The bat-eared fox 238 
(Otocyon megalotis) and aardwolf (Proteles cristata) assemblies produced in this study using MaSuRCA and 239 
SOAPdenovo are indicated by asterisks. 240 
 241 
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Genome-wide analyses of population structure 242 

To evaluate the population structure between the subspecies of P. cristata and O. megalotis, 243 

the number of shared heterozygous sites, unique heterozygous sites, and homozygous sites 244 

between individuals was computed to estimate an FST-like statistic (hereafter called the 245 

genetic differentiation index or GDI). Since we were in possession of two individuals for the 246 

Southern subspecies and only one for the Eastern subspecies of both species, the genetic 247 

differentiation between the two individuals within the Southern subspecies and between the 248 

Southern and Eastern subspecies was computed. To account for the variation across the 249 

genome, 10 replicates of 100 regions with a length of 100 kb were randomly chosen to 250 

estimate genetic differentiation. Interestingly, in both species, the mean heterozygosity was 251 

higher in the Southern subspecies than in the Eastern subspecies. For aardwolf, the mean 252 

heterozygosity was 0.189 per kb (sd = 0.010) in the Southern population and 0.121 per kb (sd 253 

= 0.008) in the Eastern population. For the bat-eared fox, the mean heterozygosity was 0.209 254 

per kb (sd = 0.013) in the Southern population and 0.127 per kb (sd = 0.003) in the Eastern 255 

population. This heterozygosity level is low compared to those of other large mammals 256 

(Diez-del-Molino et al 2018) and is comparable to that of the Iberian lynx, the cheetah or the 257 

brown hyena, which have notoriously low genetic diversity (Abascal et al., 2016; Casas-258 

Marce et al., 2013; Westbury et al., 2018). 259 

Since we had very limited power to fit the evolution of the genetic differentiation 260 

statistics with a hypothetical demographic scenario because of our limited sample size, we 261 

chose a comparative approach and applied the same analyses to four well-defined species 262 

pairs of carnivorans for which similar individual sampling was available. The genetic 263 

differentiation estimates between the two individuals belonging to the same subspecies 264 

(Southern populations in both cases) were on average equal to 0.005 and 0.014 for P. c. 265 

cristata and O. m. megalotis, respectively. This indicated that the polymorphism observed in 266 
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the two individuals within the Southern subspecies of each species was comparable (genetic 267 

differentiation index close to 0) and thus that these two subpopulations are likely panmictic 268 

(Fig. 5). In contrast, the genetic differentiation estimates for the two pairs of individuals 269 

belonging to the different subspecies were respectively equal to 0.533 and 0.294 on average 270 

for P. cristata ssp. and O. megalotis ssp., indicating that the two disjunct populations are 271 

genetically structured. To contextualize these results, the same genetic differentiation 272 

measures were estimated for four other well-defined species pairs (Fig. 5). First, the 273 

comparison of the polymorphism of two individuals of the same species led to intraspecific 274 

GDIs ranging from 0.029 on average for polar bear (Ursus maritimus) to 0.137 for lion 275 

(Panthera leo). As expected, comparing the polymorphisms of two individuals between 276 

closely related species led to a higher interspecific GDI ranging from 0.437 on average for 277 

the wolf/golden jackal (Canis lupus/Canis aureus) pair to 0.760 for the lion/leopard (P. 278 

leo/Panthera pardus) pair (Fig. 5). The genetic differentiation indices between the grey wolf 279 

(C. lupus) and the golden jackal (C. aureus) averaged 0.44, indicating that the two subspecies 280 

of aardwolf (GDI = 0.533) are genetically more differentiated than these two well-defined 281 

species, and only slightly less differentiated than the brown bear (Ursus arctos) and the polar 282 

bear (U. maritimus). Conversely, the genetic differentiation obtained between the bat-eared 283 

fox subspecies (GDI = 0.294) were lower than the genetic differentiation estimates obtained 284 

for any of the four reference species pairs evaluated here (Fig. 5).  285 

 286 

 287 
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 288 

Figure 5: Genetic differentiation indices obtained from the comparison of intraspecific (orange) and 289 
interspecific (red) polymorphisms in four pairs of well-defined Carnivora species and for the subspecies of 290 
aardwolf (Proteles cristata) and bat-eared fox (Otocyon megalotis) (grey). 291 

 292 

Effective population size reconstructions 293 

We used the pairwise sequential Markovian coalescent (PSMC) model to estimate the 294 

ancestral effective population size (Ne) trajectory over time for each sequenced individual. 295 

For both the aardwolf and the bat-eared fox, the individual from Eastern African populations 296 

showed a continuous decrease in Ne over time, leading to the recent Ne being lower than that 297 

in Southern African populations (Fig. 6). This is in agreement with the lower heterozygosity 298 

observed in the Eastern individuals of both species. For the bat-eared fox, the trajectories of 299 

the three sampled individuals were synchronised approximately 200 kya ago (Fig. 6a), which 300 

could correspond to the time of divergence between the Southern and Eastern populations. In 301 

contrast, the Ne trajectories for the aardwolf populations did not synchronise over the whole 302 
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period (~2 Myrs). Interestingly, the Southern populations of both species showed a marked 303 

increase in population size between ~10-30 kya before sharply decreasing in more recent 304 

times (Fig. 6). 305 

 306 

Figure 6: PSMC estimates of the change in effective population size over time for the Eastern (orange) and 307 
Southern (blue and purple) populations of a) bat-eared fox and ) aardwolf. mu = mutation rate of 10-8 mutations 308 
per site per generation and g = generation time of 2 years. Vertical red lines indicate 20kyrs and 40kyrs. 309 

 310 

Phylogenomics of Carnivora 311 

Phylogenetic relationships within Carnivora were inferred from a phylogenomic dataset 312 

comprising 52 carnivoran species (including the likely new Proteles septentrionalis species) 313 

representing all but two families of Carnivora (Nandiniidae and Prionodontidae). The non-314 

annotated genome assemblies of these different species were annotated with a median of 315 

18,131 functional protein-coding genes recovered for each species. Then, single-copy 316 

orthologous gene identification resulted in a median of 12,062 out of the 14,509 single-copy 317 

orthologues extracted from the OrthoMaM database for each species, ranging from a 318 

minimum of 6,305 genes for the California sea lion (Zalophus californianus) and a maximum 319 

of 13,808 for the dog (Canis lupus familiaris) (Table S5). Our new hybrid assemblies 320 

allowed the recovery of 12,062 genes for the Southern aardwolf (P. c. cristata), 12,050 for 321 

the Eastern aardwolf (P. c. septentrionalis), and 11,981 for the Southern bat-eared fox (O. m. 322 
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megalotis) (Table 1). These gene sets were used to create a supermatrix consisting of 14,307 323 

genes representing a total of 24,041,987 nucleotide sites with 6,495,611 distinct patterns 324 

(27.0%) and 22.8% gaps or undetermined nucleotides.  325 

Phylogenomic inference was first performed on the whole supermatrix using ML. The 326 

resulting phylogenetic tree was highly supported, with all but one node being supported by 327 

maximum bootstrap (UFBS) values (Fig. 7). To further dissect the phylogenetic signal 328 

underlying this ML concatenated topology, we measured gene concordance (gCF) and site 329 

concordance (sCF) factors to complement traditional bootstrap node-support values. For each 330 

node, the proportion of genes (gCF) or sites (sCF) that supported the node inferred with the 331 

whole supermatrix was compared to the proportion of the genes (gDF) or sites (sDF) that 332 

supported an alternative resolution of the node (Fig. 7, Supplementary materials). Finally, a 333 

coalescent-based approximate species tree inference was performed using ASTRAL-III based 334 

on individual gene trees (Supplementary materials). Overall, the three different analyses 335 

provided well-supported and almost identical results (Fig. 7). The order Carnivora was 336 

divided into two distinct suborders: a cat-related clade (Feliformia) and a dog-related clade 337 

(Caniformia). Within Feliformia, the first split separated Felidae (felids) from Viverroidea, a 338 

clade composed of the four families Viverridae (civets and genets), Eupleridae (fossa), 339 

Herpestidae (mongooses), and Hyaenidae (hyaenas). In hyaenids, the two species of termite-340 

eating aardwolves (P. cristata and P. septentrionalis) were the sister-group of a clade 341 

composed of the carnivorous spotted (Crocuta crocuta) and striped (Hyaena hyaena) hyenas. 342 

Congruent phylogenetic relationships among Feliformia families and within hyaenids were 343 

also retrieved with the mitogenomic data set (Fig. 2a). The short internal nodes of Felidae 344 

were the principal source of incongruence among the three different analyses with 345 

concordance factor analyses pointing to three nodes for which many sites and genes support 346 

alternative topologies (Fig. 7) including one node for which the coalescent-based 347 
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approximate species tree inference supported an alternative topology (Supplementary 348 

materials) to the one obtained with ML on the concatenated supermatrix. In Viverroidea, 349 

Viverridae split early from Herpestoidea regrouping Hyaenidae, Herpestidae, and Eupleridae, 350 

within which Herpestidae and Eupleridae formed a sister clade to Hyaenidae. Within 351 

Caniformia, Canidae (canids) was recovered as a sister group to Arctoidea. Within Canidae, 352 

in accordance with the mitogenomic phylogeny, the Vulpini tribe, represented by O. 353 

megalotis and V. vulpes, was recovered as the sister clade of the Canini tribe, represented 354 

here by Lycaon pictus and C. l. familiaris. The Arctoidea were recovered as a major clade 355 

composed of eight families grouped into three subclades: Ursoidea (Ursidae), Pinnipedia 356 

(Otariidae, Odobedinae, and Phocidae), and Musteloidea, composed of Ailuridae (red 357 

pandas), Mephitidae (skunks), Procyonidae (raccoons), and Mustelidae (badgers, martens, 358 

weasels, and otters). Within Arctoidea, the ML phylogenetic inference on the concatenation 359 

provided support for grouping Pinnipedia and Musteloidea to the exclusion of Ursidae (bears) 360 

with maximum bootstrap support (Fig. 7), as in the mitogenomic tree (Fig. 2a). However, the 361 

concordance factor analyses revealed that many sites and many genes actually supported 362 

alternative topological conformations for this node characterized by a very short branch 363 

length (sCF=34.1, SDF1=29.2, sDF2=36.7, gCF=46.9, gDF1=18.6, gDF2=18.2, gDFP=16.3) 364 

(Fig. 7). In Pinnipedia, the clade Odobenidae (walruses) plus Otariidae (eared seals) was 365 

recovered to the exclusion of Phocidae (true seals), which was also in agreement with the 366 

mitogenomic scenario (Fig. 2a). Finally, within Musteloidea, Mephitidae represented the first 367 

offshoot, followed by Ailuridae, and a clade grouping Procyonidae and Mustelidae. 368 

Phylogenetic relationships within Musteloidea were incongruent with the mitogenomic tree, 369 

which alternatively supported the grouping of Ailuridae and Mephitidae (Fig. 2a). 370 

 371 
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 372 

Figure 7. Phylogenomic tree reconstructed from the nucleotide supermatrix composed of 14,307 single-copy 373 
orthologous genes for 52 species of Carnivora plus one outgroup (Manis javanica). The family names in the 374 
legend are ordered as in the phylogeny.  375 

 376 

Discussion 377 

High-quality mammalian genomes from roadkill using MaSuRCA hybrid assembly 378 

Long-read sequencing technologies and associated bioinformatic tools hold promise for 379 

making chromosome-length genome assemblies the gold standard (Dudchenko et al., 2017; 380 

Koepfli et al., 2015; Rice and Green, 2019). However, obtaining relatively large mammalian 381 

genomes of high quality remains a challenging and costly task for researchers working 382 
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outside of large genome sequencing consortia (Li et al., 2010; Lindblad-Toh et al., 2011). 383 

Despite the accuracy of short-read sequencing technologies, the use of PCR amplification is 384 

needed to increase the depth of coverage, creating uneven genomic representation and 385 

leading to sequencing biases such as GC-rich regions being less well sequenced than AT-rich 386 

ones in classical Illumina libraries (Aird et al., 2011; Tilak et al., 2018). Moreover, the use of 387 

short reads involves difficulties in the assembly of repeated regions or transposable elements 388 

longer than the sequencing read length. The use of less GC-biased long reads of single DNA 389 

molecules and ultra-long reads spanning repeated genomic regions provides a powerful 390 

solution for obtaining assemblies with high contiguity and completeness, although long-read 391 

sequencing has limited accuracy (10-20% errors). Long reads can indeed be used alone at a 392 

high depth of coverage permitting autocorrection (Koren et al., 2017; Shafin et al., 2020) or 393 

in combination with short reads for (1) scaffolding short-read contigs (Armstrong et al., 2020; 394 

Kwan et al., 2019), (2) using short reads to polish long-read contigs (Batra et al., 2019b; 395 

Datema et al., 2016; Jansen et al., 2017; Michael et al., 2018), or (3) optimizing the assembly 396 

process by using information from both long and short reads (Díaz-Viraqué et al., 2019; Gan 397 

et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2019; Kadobianskyi et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020; 398 

Zimin et al., 2017). Given the previously demonstrated efficiency of the MaSuRCA tool for 399 

the assembly of large genomes (Scott et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Zimin et al., 2017), we 400 

decided to rely on hybrid sequencing data combining the advantages of Illumina short-read 401 

and Nanopore long-read sequencing technologies. 402 

With an increasing number of species being threatened worldwide, obtaining genomic 403 

resources from mammalian wildlife can be difficult. We decided to test the potential of using 404 

roadkill samples, a currently underexploited source material for genomics (Etherington et al., 405 

2020; Maigret, 2019). Despite limited knowledge and difficulties associated with de novo 406 

assembly of non-model species (Etherington et al., 2020), we designed a protocol to produce 407 
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DNA extracts of suitable quality for Nanopore long-read sequencing from roadkill (Tilak et 408 

al., 2020). Additionally, we tested the impact of the accuracy of the MinION base calling step 409 

on the quality of the resulting MaSuRCA hybrid assemblies. In line with previous studies 410 

(Wenger et al., 2019; Wick et al., 2019), we found that using the high accuracy option rather 411 

than the fast option of Guppy 3.1.5 leads to more contiguous assemblies by increasing the 412 

N50 value. By relying on this protocol, we were able to generate two hybrid assemblies by 413 

combining Illumina reads at relatively high coverage (80x) and MinION long reads at 414 

relatively moderate coverage (12x) which provides genomes with high contiguity and 415 

completeness. These represent the first two mammalian genomes obtained with such a hybrid 416 

Illumina/Nanopore approach using the MaSuRCA assembler for non-model carnivoran 417 

species: the aardwolf (P. cristata) and the bat-eared fox (O. megalotis). Despite the use of 418 

roadkill samples, our assemblies compare favourably, in terms of both contiguity and 419 

completeness, with the best carnivoran genomes obtained so far from classical genome 420 

sequencing approaches that do not rely on complementary optical mapping or chromatin 421 

conformation approaches. Overall, our carnivoran hybrid assemblies are fairly comparable to 422 

those obtained using the classic Illumina-based genome sequencing protocol involving the 423 

sequencing of both paired-end and mate-paired libraries (Li et al., 2010). The benefit of 424 

adding Nanopore long reads is demonstrated by the fact that our hybrid assemblies are of 425 

better quality than all the draft genome assemblies generated using the DISCOVAR de novo 426 

protocol based on a PCR-free single Illumina 250 bp paired-end library (Weisenfeld et al. 427 

2014; DISCOVAR) used in the 200 Mammals Project of the Broad Genome Institute (The 428 

200 mammals project).These results confirm the capacity of the MaSuRCA hybrid assembler 429 

to produce quality assemblies for large and complex genomes by leveraging the power of 430 

long Nanopore reads (Wang et al., 2020). Moreover, these two hybrid assemblies could form 431 

the basis for future chromosome-length assemblies by adding complementary HiC data (van 432 
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Berkum et al., 2010) as proposed in initiatives such as the Vertebrate Genome Project 433 

(Koepfli et al., 2015) and DNAZoo (Dudchenko et al., 2017). Our results demonstrate the 434 

feasibility of producing high-quality mammalian genome assemblies at moderate cost using 435 

roadkill and should encourage genome sequencing of non-model mammalian species in 436 

ecology and evolution laboratories. 437 

 438 

Genomic evidence for two distinct species of aardwolves 439 

The mitogenomic distances inferred between the subspecies of O. megalotis and P. cristata 440 

were comparable to those observed for other well-defined species within Carnivora. 441 

Furthermore, by comparing the genetic diversity between several well-defined species 442 

(divergence) and several individuals of the same species (polymorphism) based on the COX1 443 

and CYTB genes across Carnivora, we were able to pinpoint a threshold of approximately 444 

0.02 substitutions per base separating divergence from polymorphism, which is in accordance 445 

with a recent study of naturally occurring hybrids in Carnivora (Allen et al., 2020). This 446 

method, also known as the barcoding gap method (Meyer and Paulay, 2005), allowed us to 447 

show that the two subspecies of P. cristata present a genetic divergence greater than the 448 

threshold, whereas the divergence is slightly lower for the two subspecies of O. megalotis. 449 

These results seem to indicate that the subspecies P. c. septentrionalis might have to be 450 

elevated to the species level (P. septentrionalis). Conversely, for O. megalotis, this first 451 

genetic indicator seems to confirm the distinction at the subspecies level. However, 452 

mitochondrial markers have some well-identified limitations (Galtier et al., 2009), and it is 453 

difficult to properly determine a threshold between polymorphism and divergence across 454 

Carnivora. The measure of mtDNA sequence distances can thus be seen only as a first useful 455 

indicator for species delineation. The examination of variation at multiple genomic loci in a 456 
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phylogenetic context, combined with morphological, behavioural and ecological data, is 457 

required to establish accurate species boundaries. 458 

The newly generated reference genomes allowed us to perform genome-wide 459 

evaluation of the genetic differentiation between subspecies using short-read resequencing 460 

data of a few additional individuals of both species. Traditionally, the reduction in 461 

polymorphism in two subdivided populations (p within) compared to the population at large 462 

(p between) is measured with several individuals per population (FST; Hudson et al. 1992). 463 

However, given that the two alleles of one individual are the results of the combination of 464 

two a priori non-related individuals of the population (i.e., the parents), with a large number 465 

of SNPs, the measurement of heterozygosity can be extended to estimation of the 466 

(sub)population polymorphism. Furthermore, in a panmictic population with recombination 467 

along the genome, different chromosomal regions can be considered to be independent and 468 

can be used as replicates for heterozygosity estimation. In this way, genome-wide analyses of 469 

heterozygosity provide a way to assess the level of polymorphism in a population and a way 470 

to compare genetic differentiation between two populations. If we hypothesize that the two 471 

compared populations are panmictic, picking one individual or another of the population has 472 

no effect (i.e., there is no individual with excess homozygous alleles due to mating preference 473 

across the population), and the population structure can be assessed by comparing the 474 

heterozygosity of the individuals of each population compared to the heterozygosity observed 475 

for two individuals of the same population (see Methods). Such an index of genetic 476 

differentiation, by measuring the level of population structure, could provide support to 477 

establish accurate species boundaries. In fact, delineating species has been and still is a 478 

complex task in evolutionary biology (Galtier, 2019; Ravinet et al., 2016; Roux et al., 2016). 479 

Given that accurately defining the species taxonomic level is essential for a number of 480 

research fields, such as macroevolution (Faurby et al., 2016) or conservation (Frankham et 481 
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al., 2012), defining thresholds to discriminate between populations or subspecies in different 482 

species is an important challenge in biology. However, due to the disagreement on the 483 

definition of species, the different routes of speciation observed in natura and the different 484 

amount of data available among taxa, adapting a standardized procedure for species 485 

delineation seems complicated (Galtier, 2019). 486 

As proposed by Galtier (Galtier, 2019), we decided to test the taxonomic level of the 487 

P. cristata and O. megalotis subspecies by comparing the genetic differentiation observed 488 

between Eastern and Southern populations within these species to the genetic differentiation 489 

measured for well-defined Carnivora species. Indeed, estimation of the genetic differentiation 490 

either within well-defined species (polymorphism) or between two closely related species 491 

(divergence) allowed us to define a threshold between genetic polymorphism and genetic 492 

divergence across Carnivora (Fig. 5). Given these estimates, and in accordance with 493 

mitochondrial data, the two subspecies of P. cristata (1) present more genetic differentiation 494 

between each other than the two well-defined species of golden jackal (Canis aureus) and 495 

wolf (Canis lupus), and (2) present more genetic differentiation than the more polymorphic 496 

species of the dataset, the lion (P. leo). Despite known cases of natural hybridization reported 497 

between C. aureus and C. lupus (Galov et al., 2015; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2018), the 498 

taxonomic rank of these two species is well accepted. In that sense, given the species used as 499 

a reference, the two subspecies of P. cristata seem to deserve to be elevated to the species 500 

level. The situation is less clear regarding the subspecies of O. megalotis. Indeed, while the 501 

genetic differentiation observed between the two subspecies is significantly higher than the 502 

polymorphic distances observed for all the well-defined species of the dataset, there is no 503 

species in our dataset that exhibits equivalent or lower genetic divergence than a closely 504 

related species. This illustrates the limits of delineating closely related species due to the 505 

continuous nature of the divergence process (De Queiroz, 2007). The subspecies of O. 506 
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megalotis fall into the “grey zone” of the speciation continuum (De Queiroz, 2007; Roux et 507 

al., 2016) and are likely undergoing speciation due to their vicariant distributions. To be 508 

congruent with the genetic divergence observed across closely related species of Carnivora 509 

(according to our dataset), we thus propose that (1) the taxonomic level of the P. cristata 510 

subspecies be reconsidered by elevating the two subspecies P. c. cristata and P. c. 511 

septentrionalis to the species level, and (2) the taxonomic level for the two subspecies of O. 512 

megalotis be maintained. These new taxonomic results should prompt a deeper investigation 513 

of morphological and behavioural differences that have been reported between the two 514 

proposed subspecies of aardwolf to formally validate our newly proposed taxonomic 515 

arrangement. They also have conservation implications, as the status of the two distinct 516 

aardwolf species will have to be re-evaluated separately in the International Union for 517 

Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species (IUCN 2020, 2020).   518 

 519 

Population size variation and environmental change 520 

The Pairwise Sequentially Markovian Coalescent (PSMC) analyses revealed that the 521 

Southern and Eastern African populations have different effective population size estimates 522 

over time, confirming that they have been genetically isolated for several thousand years, 523 

which is more so for the aardwolf than for the bat-eared fox. This supports the hypothesis of 524 

two separate events leading to the same disjunct repartitions for the two taxa, in accordance 525 

with mitochondrial dating. Nevertheless, the population trends are rather similar and are 526 

characterized by continuous declines between 1 Mya and 100-200 kya that are followed by an 527 

increase that is much more pronounced in the Southern populations of both species between 528 

30-10 kya. The similar trajectories exhibited by both species suggest that they were under the 529 

influence of similar environmental factors, such as climate and vegetation variations. 530 
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Aardwolves and bat-eared foxes live in open environments including short-grass 531 

plains, shrubland, and open and tree savannahs, and both are highly dependent on 532 

herbivorous termites for their diet. Therefore, the fluctuation of their populations could reflect 533 

the evolution of these semi-arid ecosystems determining prey abundance during the last 534 

million years. However, the global long-term Plio-Pleistocene African climate is still debated. 535 

For Eastern Africa, some studies have suggested an evolution towards increased aridity 536 

(deMenocal, 2004, 1995) whereas others have proposed the opposite (Grant et al., 2017; 537 

Maslin et al., 2014; Trauth et al., 2009). Our data therefore support the latter hypothesis, as a 538 

global long-term tendency towards a wetter climate in East Africa could have been less 539 

favourable for species living in open environments. 540 

Southern populations exhibit a similar decreasing trend between 1 Mya and 100 kya. 541 

Once again, the relevant records appear contradictory. This could be the result of regional 542 

variation across South Africa, with aridification in the Southwestern part and wetter 543 

conditions in the Southeast (Caley et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2016). Finally, the 30-10 kya 544 

period appears to have been more humid (Chase et al., 2019; Chevalier and Chase, 2015; Lim 545 

et al., 2016). This seems inconsistent with the large population increase detected in Southern 546 

populations of both species; however, the large regions of the Namib Desert that are currently 547 

unsuitable could have been more favorable in wetter conditions. 548 

The global decrease in population size detected in the Southern and Eastern 549 

populations could also reflect the fragmentation of a continuous ancestral range. The global 550 

trend towards a wetter climate may have favoured the development of the tropical rainforest 551 

in central Africa creating a belt of unsuitable habitat. This is in line with previous studies 552 

describing diverse biogeographical scenarios involving the survival and divergence of 553 

ungulate populations in isolated savannah refuges during Pleistocene climate oscillations 554 

(Lorenzen et al., 2012). In this respect, it could be interesting to study population trends in 555 
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other species living in semi-arid environments and having a similar range as disconnected 556 

populations. Interestingly, several bird species also have similar distributions including the 557 

Orange River francolin (Scleroptila gutturalis), the greater kestrel (Falco rupicoloides), the 558 

double-banded courser (Smutsornis africanus), the red-fronted tinkerbird (Pogoniulus 559 

pusillus), the cape crow (Corvus capensis) and the black-faced waxbill (Estrilda 560 

erythronotos), supporting the role of the environment in the appearance of these disjunct 561 

repartitions. Finally, these new demographic results showing recent population size declines 562 

in both regions in both species might be taken into account when assessing the conservation 563 

status of the two distinct aardwolf species and bat-eared fox subspecies. 564 

 565 

Genome-scale phylogeny of Carnivora 566 

In this study, we provide a new phylogeny of Carnivora including the newly recognized 567 

species of aardwolf (P. septentrionalis). The resulting phylogeny is fully resolved with all 568 

nodes supported with UFBS values greater than 95% and is congruent with previous studies 569 

(Doronina et al., 2015; Eizirik et al., 2010) (Fig. 5). Across Carnivora, the monophyly of all 570 

superfamilies described are strongly supported (Flynn et al., 2010) and are divided into two 571 

distinct suborders: a cat-related clade (Feliformia) and a dog-related clade (Caniformia). On 572 

the one hand, within Feliformia, the different families and their relative relationships are well 573 

supported and are in accordance with previous studies (Eizirik et al., 2010). There is one 574 

interesting point regarding the Felidae family. While almost all the nodes of the phylogeny 575 

were recovered as strongly supported from the three phylogenetic inference analyses (ML 576 

inferences, concordance factor analyses and coalescent-based inferences), one third of the 577 

nodes (3 out of 9) within Felidae show controversial node supports. This result is not 578 

surprising and is consistent with previous studies arguing for ancient hybridization among 579 

Felidae (Li et al., 2016). Another interesting point regarding Feliformia and particularly 580 
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Hyaenidae is the relationship of the two aardwolves. The two species, P. cristasta and P. 581 

septentrionalis form a sister clade to the clade composed of the striped hyena (H. hyaena) and 582 

the spotted hyena (C. crocuta), in accordance with previous studies (Koepfli et al., 2006; 583 

Westbury et al., 2018) and the two subfamilies Protelinae and Hyaeninae that have been 584 

proposed for these two clades, respectively. However, although the phylogenetic inferences 585 

based on the supermatrix of 14,307 single-copy orthologues led to a robust resolution of this 586 

node according to the bootstrap supports, both concordance factors and coalescent-based 587 

analyses revealed conflicting signals with support for alternative topologies. In this sense, the 588 

description and acceptance of the Hyaninae and Protelinae families still require further 589 

analyses, and including genomic data for the brown hyena (Parahyena brunnea) seems 590 

essential (Westbury et al., 2018). 591 

 On the other hand, within Caniformia, the first split separates Canidae from the 592 

Arctoidea. Within Canidae, the bat-eared fox (O. megalotis) is grouped with the red fox 593 

(Vulpes vulpes), the other representative of the tribe Vulpini, but with a very short branch 594 

and concordance analyses indicating conflicting signals on this node. Regarding Arctoidea, 595 

historically, the relationships between the three superfamilies of arctoids have been 596 

contradictory and debated. The least supported scenario from the litterature is that in which 597 

the clade Ursoidea/Musteloidea is a sister group of Pinnipedia (Flynn and Nedbal, 1998). 598 

Based on different types of phylogenetic characters, previous studies found support for both 599 

the clade Ursoidea/Pinnipedia (Agnarsson et al., 2010; Meredith et al., 2011; Rybczynski et 600 

al., 2009) and the clade Pinnipedia/Musteloidea (Arnason et al., 2007; Eizirik et al., 2010; 601 

Flynn et al., 2005; Sato et al., 2009, 2006; Schröder et al., 2009). However, investigations of 602 

the insertion patterns of retroposed elements revealed the occurrence of incomplete lineage 603 

sorting (ILS) at this node (Doronina et al., 2015). With a phylogeny inferred from 14,307 604 

single-copy orthologous genes, our study, based on both gene trees and supermatrix 605 
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approaches, gives support to the variant Pinnipedia/Musteloidea excluding Ursoidea as the 606 

best supported conformation for the Arctoidea tree (Doronina et al., 2015; Eizirik et al., 2010; 607 

Sato et al., 2006). Interestingly, in agreement with Doronina et al. (Doronina et al., 2015), our 608 

concordance factor analysis supports the idea that the different conformations of the 609 

Arctoidea tree are probably due to incomplete sorting of the lineage by finding almost the 610 

same number of sites supporting each of the three conformations (34.11%, 29.61% and 611 

36.73%). However, although trifurcation of this node is supported by these proportions of 612 

sites, a majority of genes taken independently (gene concordance factors: 6,624 out of 14,307 613 

genes) and the coalescent-based species tree approach  (quartet posterior probabilities q1 = 614 

0.53, q2 = 0.24, q3 = 0.24) support the clade Pinnipedia/Musteloidea excluding Ursoidea. 615 

Considering these results, the difficulty of resolving this trifurcation among Carnivora 616 

(Delisle and Strobeck, 2005) has likely been contradictory due to the ILS observed among 617 

these three subfamilies (Doronina et al., 2015), which led to different phylogenetic scenarios 618 

depending on the methods (Peng et al., 2007) or markers (L and YP, 2006) used. Another 619 

controversial point, likely due to incomplete lineage sorting (Doronina et al., 2015) within the 620 

Carnivora phylogeny, is the question regarding which of Ailuridae and Mephitidae is the 621 

most basal family of the Musteloidea (Doronina et al., 2015; Eizirik et al., 2010; Flynn et al., 622 

2005; Sato et al., 2009). Interestingly, our phylogenetic reconstruction based on mitogenomic 623 

data recovered the clade Ailuridae/Mephitidae as a sister clade of all other Musteloidea 624 

families. The phylogenomic inferences based on the genome-scale supermatrix recovered the 625 

Mephitidae family as the most basal family of Musteloidea. This result is supported by both 626 

coalescent-based inferences and concordance factors. In that sense, despite incomplete 627 

lineage sorting (Doronina et al., 2015), at the genomic level, it seems that the Mephitidae 628 

family would be the most basal family of Musteloidea.  629 
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Overall, the phylogenomic inference based on 14,307 single-copy orthologous genes 630 

provides a new vision of the evolution of Carnivora. The addition of information from both 631 

concordance factor analyses (Minh et al., 2020) and coalescent-based inference (Zhang et al., 632 

2018) supports previous analyses showing controversial nodes in the Carnivora phylogeny. 633 

Indeed, this additional information seems essential in phylogenomic analyses based on 634 

thousands of markers, which can lead to highly resolved and well-supported phylogenies 635 

despite support for alternative topological conformations for controversial nodes (Allio et al., 636 

2020b; Jeffroy et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2012).  637 

 638 

Conclusions  639 

The protocol developed here to extract the best part of the DNA from roadkill samples 640 

provides a good way to obtain genomic data from wildlife. Combining Illumina sequencing 641 

data and Oxford Nanopore long-read sequencing data using the MaSuRCA hybrid assembler 642 

allowed us to generate high-quality reference genomes for the Southern aardwolf (P. cristata) 643 

and the Southern bat-eared fox (O. megalotis megalotis). This cost-effective strategy provides 644 

opportunities for large-scale population genomic studies of mammalian wildlife using 645 

resequencing of samples collected from roadkill. Indeed, by defining a genetic differentiation 646 

index based on only three individuals, we illustrate the potential of the approach for genome-647 

scale species delineation in both species for which subspecies have been defined based on 648 

disjunct distributions and morphological differences. Our results, based on both 649 

mitochondrial and nuclear genome analyses, indicate that the two subspecies of P. cristata 650 

warrant elevation to the species taxonomic level; the O. megalotis subspecies do not warrant 651 

this status, but are likely ongoing species. Hence, by generating reference genomes with high 652 

contiguity and completeness, this study shows a concrete application for genomics of roadkill 653 

samples. 654 
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 655 

Methods 656 

Biological samples  657 

We conducted fieldwork in the Free State province of South Africa in October 2016 and 658 

October 2018. While driving along the roads, we opportunistically collected tissue samples 659 

from four roadkill specimens from which we sampled ear necropsies preserved in 95% 660 

Ethanol: two bat-eared foxes (O. megalotis NMB TS305, GPS: 29°1’52”S, 25°9’38”E and 661 

NMB TS306, GPS: 29°2’33”S, 25°10’26”E), and two aardwolves (P. cristata NMB TS307, 662 

GPS: 29°48’45”S, 26°15’0”E and NMB TS491, GPS: 29°8’42”S, 25°39’4”E). As aardwolf 663 

specimen NMB TS307 was still very fresh, we also sampled muscle and salivary gland 664 

necropsies preserved in RNAlater™ stabilization solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific). These 665 

roadkill specimens have been sampled under standing collecting permit number S03016 666 

issued by the Department of National Affairs in Pretoria (South Africa) granted to the 667 

National Museum, Bloemfontein. These samples have been sent to France under export 668 

permits (JM 3007/2017 and JM 5043/2018) issued by the Free State Department of 669 

Economic, Small Business Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs (DESTEA) in 670 

Bloemfontein (Free State, South Africa) and import permits issued by the Direction régionale 671 

de l'environnement, de l'aménagement et du logement (DREAL) Occitanie in Toulouse 672 

(France). All tissue samples collected in this study have been deposited in the mammalian 673 

tissue collection of the National Museum, Bloemfontein (Free State, South Africa). 674 

 675 

Mitochondrial barcoding and phylogenetics  676 

Mitogenomic dataset construction 677 

In order to assemble a mitogenomic data set for assessing mitochondrial diversity among P. 678 

cristata and O. megalotis subspecies, we generated seven new Carnivora mitogenomes using 679 
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Illumina shotgun sequencing (Table S6). Briefly, we extracted total genomic DNA total 680 

using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) for P. c. cristata (NMB TS307), P. c. 681 

septentrionalis (NMS Z.2018.54), O. m. megalotis (NMB TS305), O. m. virgatus (FMNH 682 

158128), Speothos venaticus (ISEM T1624), Vulpes vulpes (ISEM T3611), and Parahyaena 683 

brunnea (ISEM FD126), prepared Illumina libraries following the protocol of Tilak et al. 684 

(Tilak et al., 2015), and sent libraries to the Montpellier GenomiX platform for single-end 685 

100 bp sequencing on a Illumina HiSeq 2500 instrument to obtain about 5 to 10 million reads 686 

per sample. We then assembled and annotated mitogenomes from these single-read shotgun 687 

sequencing data with MitoFinder v1.0.2 (Allio et al., 2020a) using default parameters. We 688 

also used MitoFinder to extract three additional mitogenomes from paired-end Illumina 689 

capture libraries of ultra-conserved elements (UCEs) and available from the Short Read 690 

Archive (SRA) of NCBI for Viverra tangalunga, Bdeogale nigripes, and Fossa fossana 691 

Additional read mappings were done with Geneious (Kearse et al., 2012) to close gaps when 692 

the mitochondrial genome was fragmented. Finally, we downloaded all RefSeq carnivoran 693 

mitogenomes available in Genbank (135 species as of July 1st, 2019) and the mitogenome of 694 

the Malayan pangolin (Manis javanica) to use as outgroup.  695 

 Mitogenomic phylogenetics and dating 696 

Mitochondrial protein coding genes were individually aligned using MACSE v2 (Ranwez et 697 

al., 2018) with default parameters, and ribosomal RNA genes using MAFFT (Katoh and 698 

Standley, 2013) algorithm FFT-NS-2 with option --adjustdirection. A nucleotide supermatrix 699 

was created by concatenating protein-coding and ribosomal RNA genes for the 142 taxa (140 700 

species and 2 subspecies). Phylogenetic inferences were performed with Maximum 701 

likelihood (ML) as implemented in IQ-TREE 1.6.8 (Nguyen et al., 2014) with the 702 

GTR+G4+F model. Using the resulting topology, divergence time estimation was performed 703 

using Phylobayes v4.1c (Lartillot et al., 2013) with strict clock (CL), autocorrelated (LN or 704 
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TK02), and uncorrelated (UGAM or UCLM) models combined with 18 fossil calibrations 705 

(Table S7). Three independent Markov chains Monte Carlo (MCMC) analyses starting from 706 

a random tree were run until 10,000 generated cycles with trees and associated model 707 

parameters sampled every cycle. A burn-in of 25% was applied before constructing the 708 

majority-rule Bayesian consensus tree with the readdiv subprogram. Finally, to determine the 709 

best-fitting clock model, cross-validation analyses were performed with Phylobayes by 710 

splitting the dataset randomly into two parts. Then, parameters of one model were estimated 711 

on the first part of the dataset (here representing 90%) and the parameter values were used to 712 

compute the likelihood of the second part of the dataset (10%). This procedure was repeated 713 

ten times for each model. Finally, the likelihood of each repeated test was computed and 714 

summed for each model with the readcv and sumcv subprograms, respectively. The molecular 715 

clock model with the highest cross-likelihood scores was considered as the best fitting. 716 

Mitochondrial diversity and barcoding gap analyses 717 

To check if a threshold between intraspecific variation and interspecific divergence could be 718 

determined across Carnivora (Meyer and Paulay, 2005), two mitochondrial barcoding 719 

datasets were assembled from all COX1 and CYTB sequences available for Carnivora plus 720 

the corresponding sequences for the two subspecies of O. megalotis and P. cristata, 721 

respectively. After aligning each barcoding dataset with MACSE v2, ML phylogenetic 722 

inferences were performed with IQ-TREE 1.6.6 using the optimal substitution model as 723 

determined by ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017). Then, pairwise patristic 724 

distances between all individuals were calculated from the resulting ML phylogram. Finally, 725 

based on the actual taxonomic assignment, patristic distances were considered as intraspecific 726 

variation between two individuals belonging to the same species and as interspecific 727 

divergence between individuals of different species. 728 

    729 
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Short reads and long reads hybrid assembly of reference genomes     730 

Sampling 731 

To construct reference assemblies with high contiguity for the two focal species we selected 732 

the best-preserved roadkill samples: NMB TS305 for O. megalotis and NMB TS307 for P. 733 

cristata (Table 1). Total genomic DNA extractions were performed separately for Illumina 734 

short-read sequencing and MinION long-read sequencing. 735 

Illumina short-read sequencing 736 

Total genomic DNA extractions were performed from ear necropsies for the two sampled 737 

individuals using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) following manufacturer’s 738 

instructions. A total amount of 1.0µg DNA per sample was sent as input material for Illumina 739 

library preparation and sequencing to Novogene Europe (Cambridge, UK). Sequencing 740 

libraries were generated using NEBNext® DNA Library Prep Kit following manufacturer’s 741 

recommendations and indices were added to each sample. Genomic DNA was randomly 742 

fragmented to a size of 350bp by shearing, then DNA fragments were end-polished, A-tailed, 743 

and ligated with the NEBNext adapter for Illumina sequencing, and further PCR enriched by 744 

P5 and indexed P7 oligos. The PCR products were purified (AMPure XP system) and the 745 

resulting libraries were analysed for size distribution by Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer and 746 

quantified using real-time PCR. Since the genome sizes for these two species was estimated 747 

to be about 2.5 Gb, Illumina paired-end 250 bp sequencing was run on HiSeqX10 and 748 

NovaSeq instruments to obtain about 200 Gb per sample corresponding to a genome depth of 749 

coverage of about 80x. 750 

 751 

MinION long-read sequencing 752 

Considering the DNA quality required to perform sequencing with Oxford Nanopore 753 

Technologies (ONT), a specific protocol to extract DNA from roadkill was designed (Tilak et 754 
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al., 2020). First, genomic DNA was extracted by using the classical Phenol-chloroform 755 

method. Then, we evaluated the cleanliness of the extractions by using (1) a binocular 756 

magnifying glass to check the absence of suspended particles (e.g. hairpieces), and (2) both 757 

Nanodrop and Qubit/Nanodrop ratio. To select the longest DNA fragments, we applied a 758 

specific ratio of 0.4x of AMPure beads applied (Tilak et al., 2020). Extracted-DNA size was 759 

then homogenized using covaris G-tubes. Finally, long-read ONT sequencing was performed 760 

through MinION flowcells (FLO-MIN-106) using libraries prepared with the ONT Ligation 761 

Sequencing kit SQK-LSK109. For both species, we run MinION sequencing until about 30 762 

Gb per sample were obtained to reach a genome depth of coverage of about 12x. 763 

 Hybrid assembly of short and long reads 764 

Short reads were cleaned using Trimmomatic 0.33 (Bolger et al., 2014) by removing low 765 

quality bases from their beginning (LEADING:3) and end (TRAILING:3), by removing reads 766 

shorter than 50 bp (MINLEN:50). Quality was measured for sliding windows of four base 767 

pairs and had to be greater than 15 on average (SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15). For MinION 768 

sequencing, base calling of fast5 files were performed using Guppy v3.1.5 (developed by 769 

ONT) with the high accuracy option, which is longer but more accurate than the standard fast 770 

model (Fig. S1). Long read adapters were removed using Porechop v0.2.3 771 

(https://github.com/rrwick/Porechop). To take advantage of both the high accuracy of 772 

Illumina short reads sequencing and the size of MinION long reads, assemblies were 773 

performed using the MaSuRCA hybrid genome assembler (Zimin et al., 2013). This method 774 

transforms large numbers of paired-end reads into a much smaller number of longer ‘super-775 

reads’ and permits assembling Illumina reads of differing lengths together with longer ONT 776 

reads. To illustrate the advantage of using short reads and long reads conjointly, assemblies 777 

were also performed with short reads only using SOAP-denovo (Luo et al., 2012) (kmer 778 

size=31, default parameters) and gaps between contigs were closed using the abundant paired 779 
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relationships of short reads with GapCloser 1.12 (Luo et al., 2012). To evaluate genome 780 

quality, traditional measures like the number of contigs, the N50, the mean and maximum 781 

length were evaluated for 503 mammalian genome assemblies retrieved from NCBI 782 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly) on August 13th, 2019 with filters: “Exclude 783 

derived from surveillance project”, “Exclude anomalous”, “Exclude partial”, and using only 784 

the RefSeq assembly for Homo sapiens. Finally, we assessed the gene completeness of our 785 

assemblies by comparison with the 63 carnivoran assemblies available at NCBI on August 786 

13th, 2019 using Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO) v3 (Waterhouse 787 

et al., 2018) with the Mammalia OrthoDB 9 BUSCO gene set (Zdobnov et al., 2017) through 788 

the gVolante web server (Nishimura et al., 2017). 789 

 790 

Species delimitation based on genomic data 791 

Sampling and resequencing 792 

To assess the genetic diversity in P. cristata, we sampled an additional roadkill individual of 793 

the South African subspecies P. c. cristata (NMB TS491) and an individual of the East 794 

African subspecies P. c. septentrionalis (NMS Z.2018.54) from Tanzania (Table 1; Table 795 

S6). A similar sampling was done for O. megalotis, with an additional roadkill individual of 796 

the South African subspecies O. m. megalotis (NMB  TS306) and an individual of the East 797 

African subspecies O. m. virgatus (FMNH 158128) from Tanzania (Table 1; Table S6). 798 

DNA extractions were performed with the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen), following 799 

manufacturer’s instructions and a total amount of 1.0µg DNA per sample was outsourced to 800 

Novogene Europe (Cambridge, UK) for Illumina library preparation and Illumina paired-end 801 

250 bp sequencing on HiSeqX10 and NovaSeq instruments to obtain about 200 Gb per 802 

sample (genome depth of coverage of about 80x). The resulting reads were cleaned using 803 

Trimmomatic 0.33 with the same parameters as described above. 804 
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Heterozygosity and genetic differentiation estimation  805 

In a panmictic population, alleles observed in one individual are shared randomly with other 806 

individuals of the same population and the frequencies of homozygous and heterozygous 807 

alleles should follow Hardy-Weinberg expectations. However, a structuration in 808 

subpopulations leads to a deficiency of heterozygotes (relative to Hardy-Weinberg 809 

expectations) in these subpopulations due to inbreeding (Holsinger and Weir, 2009; 810 

Walhund, 2010) and thus decreases the polymorphism within the inbred subpopulations with 811 

respect to the polymorphism of the global population. Given that, Hudson et al. (Hudson et 812 

al., 1992) defined the FST as a measure of polymorphism reduction in two subdivided 813 

populations (p within) compared to the population at large (p between).  814 

To assess the p within and p between of the two subspecies of each species (P. 815 

cristata and O. megalotis), we compared the heterozygous alleles (SNPs) of two individuals 816 

of the same subspecies and the SNPs of two individuals of different subspecies by computing 817 

a FST-like statistic (hereafter called Genetic Differentiation Index: GDI) (Fig. S2). In fact, 818 

polymorphic sites can be discriminated in four categories: (1) fixed in one individual (e.g. 819 

AA/TT); (2) shared with both individuals (e.g. AT/AT); (3) specific to individual 1 (e.g. 820 

AT/AA); and (4) specific to individual 2 (e.g. AA/AT). Using these four categories, it is 821 

possible to estimate the polymorphism of each individual 1 and 2 and thus estimate a GDI 822 

between two individuals of the same population A and the GDI between two individuals of 823 

different populations A and B as follows: 824 

 825 

!"# !"#$% ! = 1 - (!"! ! !!!) / !!!
! !"! !    and  !"# !"#$% ! = 1 - !"! ! !!!  /  !!!

! !"! !  826 

 827 

 For each species, cleaned short reads of all individuals (the one used to construct the 828 

reference genome and the two resequenced from each population) were aligned with their 829 
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reference genome using BWA-MEM (Li, 2013). BAM files were created and merged using 830 

SAMtools (Li et al., 2009). Likely contaminant contigs identified using BlobTools (Laetsch 831 

and Blaxter, 2017) (Fig. S3, Tables S8-S9) and contigs belonging to the X chromosome 832 

following BLASTN annotation (-perc_identity 80%, -evalue 10e-20) were removed. Then, 833 

100 regions of 100,000 bp were randomly sampled among contigs longer than 100,000 bp 834 

and 10 replicates of this sampling were performed (i.e. 10 x 100 x 100,000 bp = 100 Mb) to 835 

assess statistical variance in the estimates. Genotyping of these regions was performed with 836 

freebayes v1.3.1-16 (git commit id: g85d7bfc) (Garrison and Marth, 2012) using the parallel 837 

mode (Tange, 2011). Only SNPs with freebayes-estimated quality higher than 10 were 838 

considered for further analyses. A first GDI estimation comparing the average of the private 839 

polymorphisms of the two southern individuals (p within A) and the total polymorphism of 840 

the two individuals (p between A) was estimated to control that no genetic structure was 841 

observed in the Southern subspecies. Then a global GDI comparing the private 842 

polymorphisms of individuals from the two populations (p within AB) and the total 843 

polymorphism of the species (the two populations, p between AB) was estimated with one 844 

individual from each population (Fig. S2). Finally, the two GDI were compared to check if 845 

the Southern populations were more structured than the entire populations. 846 

To contextualize these results, the same GDI measures were estimated for well-847 

defined species of Carnivora. The species pairs used to make the comparison and thus help 848 

gauging the taxonomic status of the bat-eared fox and aardwolf subspecies were selected 849 

according to the following criteria: (1) the two species had to be as close as possible, (2) they 850 

had both reference genomes and short reads available, (3) their estimated coverage for the 851 

two species had to be greater than 20x, and (4) short read sequencing data had to be available 852 

for two individuals for one species of the pair. Given that, four species pairs were selected: 853 

(1) Canis lupus / Canis aureus (SRR8926747, SRR8926748, SRR7976426; vonHoldt et al. 854 
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2016); (2) Ursus maritimus / Ursus arctos (PB43: SRR942203, SRR942290, SRR942298; 855 

PB28: SRR942211, SRR942287, SRR942295; Brown Bear: SRR935591, SRR935625, 856 

SRR935627; Liu et al. 2014); (3) Lynx pardinus / Lynx lynx (Lynx pardinus LYNX11 : 857 

ERR1255591-ERR1255594; Lynx lynx LYNX8: ERR1255579-ERR1255582; Lynx lynx 858 

LYNX23: ERR1255540-ERR1255549; Abascal et al. 2016); and (4) Panthera leo / Panthera 859 

pardus (SRR10009886, SRR836361, SRR3041424; Kim et al. 2016). The exact same GDI 860 

estimation protocol was applied to each species pair. 861 

 862 

Demographic analyses 863 

Historical demographic variations in effective population size were estimated using the 864 

Pairwise Sequentially Markovian Coalescent (PSMC) model implemented in the software 865 

PSMC (https://github.com/lh3/psmc) (Li and Durbin, 2011). As described above, cleaned 866 

short reads were mapped against the corresponding reference genome using BWA-MEM (Li, 867 

2013) and genotyping was performed using Freebayes v1.3.1-16 (git commit id: g85d7bfc) 868 

(Garrison and Marth, 2012) for the three individuals of each species. VCF files were 869 

converted to fasta format using a custom python script, excluding positions with quality 870 

below 20 and a depth of coverage below 10x or higher than 200x. Diploid sequences in fasta 871 

format were converted into PSMC fasta format using a C++ program written using the 872 

BIO++ library (Guéguen et al., 2013) with a block length of 100bp and excluding blocks 873 

containing more than 20% missing data as implemented in “fq2psmcfa” 874 

(https://github.com/lh3/psmc). 875 

PSMC analyses were run for all other populations testing several -t and -p parameters 876 

including  -p "4+30*2+4+6+10" (Nadachowska-Brzyska et al., 2013) and -p "4+25*2+4+6" 877 

(Kim et al., 2016) but also -p "4+10*3+4", -p "4+20*2+4" and -p "4+20*3+4". Overall, the 878 

tendencies were similar but some parameters led to unrealistic differences between the two 879 
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individuals from the South African population of Otocyon megalotis. We chose to present the 880 

results obtained using the parameters -t15 -r4 -p "4+10*3+4". For this parameter setting, the 881 

variance in ancestral effective population size was estimated by bootstrapping the scaffolds 882 

100 times. To scale PSMC results, based on several previous studies on large mammals, a 883 

mutation rate of 10-8 mutation/site/generation (Ekblom et al., 2018; Gopalakrishnan et al., 884 

2017) and a generation time of two years (Clark, 2005; Koehler and Richardson, 1990; van 885 

Jaarsveld, 1993) were selected. Results were plotted in R v3.63 (Team, 2020) using the 886 

function “psmc.results” (https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.0618v/4) (Liu and Hansen, 2017) 887 

modifed using ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) and cowplot (Wilke, 2016).  888 

 889 

Phylogenomic inferences  890 

To infer the Carnivora phylogenetic relationships, all carnivoran genomes available on 891 

Genbank, the DNAZoo website (https://www.dnazoo.org), and the OrthoMaM database 892 

(Scornavacca et al., 2019) as of February 11th, 2020 were downloaded (Table S10). In cases 893 

where more than one genome was available per species, the assembly with the best BUSCO 894 

scores was selected. Then, we annotated our two reference genome assemblies and the other 895 

unannotated assemblies using MAKER2 (Holt and Yandell, 2011) following the 896 

recommendations of the DNAZoo (https://www.dnazoo.org/post/the-first-million-genes-are-897 

the-hardest-to-make-r). In the absence of available transcriptomic data, this method allowed 898 

to leverage the power of homology combined with the thorough knowledge accumulated on 899 

the gene content of mammalian genomes. As advised, a mammal-specific subset of 900 

UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, a manually annotated, non-redundant protein sequence database, was 901 

used as a reference for this annotation step (Boutet et al., 2016). Finally, the annotated coding 902 

sequences (CDSs) recovered for the Southern aardwolf (P. c. cristata) were used to 903 
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assembled those of the Eastern aardwolf (P. c. septentrionalis) by mapping the resequenced 904 

Illumina reads using BWA-MEM (Li, 2013). 905 

Orthologous genes were extracted following the orthology delineation process of the 906 

OrthoMaM database (OMM) (Scornavacca et al., 2019). First, for each orthologous gene 907 

alignment of OMM, a HMM profile was created via hmmbuild using default parameters of 908 

the HMMER toolkit (Eddy, 2011) and all HMM profiles were concatenated and summarized 909 

using hmmpress to construct a HMM database. Then, for each CDS newly annotated by 910 

MAKER, hmmscan was used on the HMM database to retrieve the best hits among the 911 

orthologous gene alignments. For each orthologous gene alignment, the most similar 912 

sequences for each species were detected via hmmsearch. Outputs from hmmsearch and 913 

hmmscan were discarded if the first hit score was not substantially better than the second (hit2 914 

< 0.9 hit1). This ensures our orthology predictions for the newly annotated CDSs to be robust. 915 

Then, the cleaning procedure of the OrthoMaM database was applied to the set of 916 

orthologous genes obtained. This process, implemented in a singularity image (Kurtzer et al., 917 

2017) named OMM_MACSE.sif (Ranwez et al., 2020) is composed of several steps including 918 

nucleotide sequence alignment at the amino acid level with MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 919 

2013), refining alignments to handle frameshifts with MACSE v2 (Ranwez et al., 2018), 920 

cleaning of non homologous sequences, and masking of erroneous/dubious part of gene 921 

sequences with HMMcleaner (Di Franco et al., 2019). Finally, the last step of the cleaning 922 

process was to remove sequences that generated abnormally long branches during gene tree 923 

inferences. This was done by reconstructing gene trees using IQ-TREE v1.6.8 (Nguyen et al., 924 

2014) with the MFP option to select the best fitting model for each gene. Then, the sequences 925 

generating abnormally long branches were identified and removed by PhylteR 926 

(https://github.com/damiendevienne/phylter). This software allows detecting and removing 927 
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outliers in phylogenomic datasets by iteratively removing taxa in genes and optimizing a 928 

concordance score between individual distance matrices. 929 

Phylogenomic analyses were performed using maximum likelihood (ML) using IQ-930 

TREE 1.6.8 (Nguyen et al., 2014) on the supermatrix resulting from the concatenation of all 931 

orthologous genes previously recovered with the TESTNEW option to select the best fitting 932 

model for each partition. Two partitions per gene were defined to separate the first two codon 933 

positions from the third codon positions. Node supports were estimated with 100 non-934 

parametric bootstrap replicates. Furthermore, gene concordant (gCF) and site concordant 935 

(sCF) factors were measured to complement traditional bootstrap node-support measures as 936 

recommended in Minh et al. (Minh et al., 2020). For each orthologous gene alignment a gene 937 

tree was inferred using IQ-TREE with a model selection and gCF and sCF were calculated 938 

using the specific option -scf and -gcf in IQ-TREE (Minh et al., 2020). The gene trees 939 

obtained with this analysis were also used to perform a coalescent-based species tree 940 

inference using ASTRAL-III (Zhang et al., 2018). 941 

 942 

Data access 943 

Genome assemblies, associated SRA data and mitogenomes have been submited to genbank 944 

and will be available after publication (XXXXXX-XXXXXX). The full analytical pipeline, 945 

phylogenetic datasets (mitogenomic and genomic), corresponding trees and other 946 

supplementary materials will be available from zenodo.org 947 

(DOI:XX.XXXX/zenodo.XXXXXXX).  948 
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Figure S1: Plot of the quality of Nanopore long reads base-called with either the fast or the high 1473 
accuracy option of Guppy v3.1.5. The quality of the base-calling step has a large impact on the final 1474 
quality of the assemblies by reducing the number of contigs and increasing the N50 value. 1475 
 1476 
Figure S2: Definition of the genetic differentiation index (GDI) based on the F-statistic (FST). The 1477 
main difference between these two indexes is the use of heterozygous allele states for GDI rather than 1478 
real polymorphism for the FST. Green = π within, Orange = π between, Blue = Population A, Red = 1479 
Population A+B. 1480 
 1481 
Figure S3: Graphical representation of the results of contamination analyses performed with 1482 
BlobTools for a) the aardwolf (Proteles cristata) and b) the bat-eared fox (Otocyon megalotis). 1483 
 1484 
Table S1: Pairwise patristic distances estimated for the 142 species based on the phylogenetic tree 1485 
inferred with the 15 mitochondrial loci (2 rRNAs and 13 protein-coding genes). 1486 
 1487 
Table S2: Results of Bayesian dating for the two nodes leading to the Proteles cristata spp. and the 1488 
Otocyon megalotis spp.. Divergence time estimates based on UGAM and LN models are reported 1489 
with associated 95% credibility intervals for each MCMC chain. 1490 
 1491 
Table S3: Sample details and assembly statistics (Number of contigs/scaffolds and associated N50 1492 
values) for the 503 mammalian assemblies retrieved from NCBI 1493 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly) on August 13th, 2019 with filters: “Exclude derived from 1494 
surveillance project”, “Exclude anomalous”, “Exclude partial”, and using only the RefSeq assembly 1495 
for Homo sapiens. 1496 
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Table S4: Genome completeness assessment of MaSuRCA and SOAPdenovo assemblies obtained for 1498 
Proteles cristata and Otocyon megalotis together with the 63 carnivore assemblies available at NCBI 1499 
and DNAZoo (https://www.dnazoo.org/assemblies) on August 13th, 2019 using Benchmarking 1500 
Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO) v3 with the Mammalia OrthoDB 9 BUSCO gene set. 1501 
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Table S5: Annotation summary and supermatrix composition statistics of the 53 species used to infer 1503 
the genome-scale Carnivora phylogeny. 1504 
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Table S6. Sample details, Illumina sequencing, and assembly statistics of the 10 newly assembled 1506 
carnivoran mitochondrial genomes. 1507 
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Table S7: Node calibrations used for the Bayesian dating inferences based on mitogenomic data. 1509 
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Table S8: Results of contamination analyses performed with BlobTools for the aardwolf (Proteles 1511 
cristata). 1512 
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Table S9: Results of contamination analyses performed with BlobTools for the bat-eared fox 1514 
(Otocyon megalotis). 1515 
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Table S10: Summary information for the Carnivora genomes available either on Genbank, DNAZoo 1517 
(https://www.dnazoo.org) and the OrthoMaM database as of February 11th, 2020. The “OMM” 1518 
column indicates if the genome was available on OMM (yes) or not (no). The “Annotation” column 1519 
indicates whether the genome was already annotated (yes) or not (no). 1520 
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Figure S1: Plot of the quality of Nanopore long reads base-called with either the fast 
or the high accuracy option of Guppy v3.1.5. The quality of the base-calling step has 
a large impact on the final quality of the assemblies by reducing the number of 
contigs and increasing the N50 value. 
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Figure S2: Definition of the genetic differentiation index (GDI) based on the F-
statistic (FST). The main difference between these two indexes is the use of 
heterozygous allele states for GDI rather than real polymorphism for the FST. Green 
= π within, Orange = π between, Blue = Population A, Red = Population A+B. 
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Figure S3: Graphical representation of the results of contamination analyses 
performed with BlobTools for a) the aardwolf (Proteles cristata) and b) the bat-eared 
fox (Otocyon megalotis). 
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Table S1: Pairwise patristic distances estimated for the 142 species based on the 
phylogenetic tree inferred with the 15 mitochondrial loci (2 rRNAs and 13 protein-
coding genes). 
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Table S2: Results of Bayesian dating for the two nodes leading to the Proteles 
cristata spp. and the Otocyon megalotis spp.. Divergence time estimates based on 
UGAM and LN models are reported with associated 95% credibility intervals for each 
MCMC chain. 
 
  



Feuille1

Page 1

Chain 1 Chain 2 Chain 3 Chain 1 Chain 2 Chain 3
Proteles cristata/ Proteles septentrionalis 1.228 [IC 95%: 5.34 – 0.58] 1.014 [IC 95%: 3.01 – 0.56] 0.841 [IC 95%: 1.26 – 0.55] 1.327 [IC 95%: 1.86 – 0.93] 1.335 [IC 95%: 1.86 – 0.94] 1.34 [IC 95%: 1.88 – 0.94]

Otocyon megalotis megalotis/ Otocyon megalotis virgatus 1.295 [IC 95%: 6.72 – 0.43] 1.007 [IC 95%: 2.61 – 0.52] 0.865 [IC 95%: 1.45– 0.48] 0.569 [IC 95%: 0.81 – 0.39] 0.573 [IC 95%: 0.83 – 0.39] 0.57 [IC 95%: 0.82 – 0.40]

Species pair LN UGAM



Table S3: Sample details and assembly statistics (Number of contigs/scaffolds and 
associated N50 values) for the 503 mammalian assemblies retrieved from NCBI 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly) on August 13th, 2019 with filters: “Exclude 
derived from surveillance project”, “Exclude anomalous”, “Exclude partial”, and 
using only the RefSeq assembly for Homo sapiens. 
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Table S4: Genome completeness assessment of MaSuRCA and SOAPdenovo 
assemblies obtained for Proteles cristata and Otocyon megalotis together with the 63 
carnivore assemblies available at NCBI and DNAZoo 
(https://www.dnazoo.org/assemblies) on August 13th, 2019 using Benchmarking 
Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO) v3 with the Mammalia OrthoDB 9 
BUSCO gene set. 
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Table S5: Annotation summary and supermatrix composition statistics of the 53 
species used to infer the genome-scale Carnivora phylogeny. 
 
  



Species Maker	annotated	genes Number	of	orthologous	genes	after	cleaning Missing	data

Acinonyx_jubatus NA 12751 16.54
Ailuropoda_melanoleuca NA 13411 9.57
Ailurus_fulgens 17619 11675 26.14
Arctocephalus_gazella 13714 8390 60.29
Bassariscus_sumichrasti 17573 11713 26.97
Callorhinus_ursinus 46164 7398 53.35
Canis_lupus_familiaris NA 13808 6.04
Crocuta_Crocuta 16828 11525 29.17
Cryptoprocta_ferox 18199 12244 20.82
Enhydra_lutris NA 13746 4.67
Eumetopias_jubatus 39926 8515 46.70
Felis_catus NA 13047 11.98
Gulo_gulo 19696 8939 48.42
Helogale_parvula 18484 12005 23.92
Hyaena_hyaena 17663 12169 22.27
Leptonychotes_weddellii NA 12439 22.57
Lutra_lutra 32278 12304 19.89
Lycaon_pictus 18068 11405 27.75
Lynx_canadensis 44864 7203 56.76
Lynx_pardinus 31025 9961 39.55
Manis_javanica NA 12441 18.81
Mellivora_capensis 18194 12146 22.63
Mirounga_angustirostris 32777 12305 19.37
Mungos_mungo 18832 12241 21.30
Mustela_putorius NA 13172 8.70
Nasua_narica 16858 11442 29.08
Neofelis_nebulosa 29785 12614 18.28
Neomonachus_schauinslandi NA 13690 5.80
Neovison_vison 17294 11848 26.03
Odobenus_rosmarus NA 13705 5.14
Otocyon_megalotis 18996 11981 22.02
Panthera_leo 17539 12162 22.91
Panthera_onca 16942 11758 27.22
Panthera_pardus NA 13731 5.49
Panthera_tigris NA 12841 15.37
Paradoxurus_hermaphroditus 17278 11387 30.18
Phoca_vitulina 18387 12057 22.73
Potos_flavus 27890 12234 22.80
Prionailurus_bengalensis 18057 12172 22.88
Procyon_lotor 16572 11165 32.46
Proteles_septentrionalis NA 12050 22.43
Proteles_cristatus 17570 12062 22.96
Pteronura_brasiliensis 18445 12332 20.62
Puma_concolor 23358 10853 28.62
Spilogale_gracilis 17606 11744 26.61
Suricata_suricatta 17398 11707 26.32
Taxidea_taxus 15586 10141 42.19
Ursus_americanus 17694 11670 27.53
Ursus_arctos 18003 12145 22.21
Ursus_maritimus NA 13111 13.56
Ursus_thibetanus 18365 12092 22.87
Vulpes_vulpes 18511 11688 26.02
Zalophus_californianus NA 6305 64.65



Table S6. Sample details, Illumina sequencing, and assembly statistics of the 10 
newly assembled carnivoran mitochondrial genomes. 
 
  



 

Species Common name 

Collection 

number Origin 

Sample 

type Raw reads Mito reads 

Mean 

coverage SRA Accession 

Genbank 

Accession 

Proteles cristata 

cristata Southern aardwolf NMB (TS307) South Africa Tissue 4,779,321 6,665 39x Pending Pending 

Proteles cristata 

septentrionalis Eastern aardwolf NMS Z.2018.54 Tanzania Tissue 7,597,504 2,709 19x Pending Pending 

Otocyon megalotis 

megalotis 

Southern bat-eared 

fox NMB (TS305) South Africa Tissue 6,719,302 4,559 27x Pending Pending 

Otocyon megalotis 

virgatus 

Eastern bat-eared 

fox FMNH 158128 Tanzania Tissue 6,838,309 37,719 219x Pending Pending 

Speothos venaticus Bush dog ISEM T1624 French Guiana Tissue 5,271,782 4,763 27x Pending Pending 

Vulpes vulpes Red fox ISEM T3611 France Tissue 8,355,398 3,050 18x Pending Pending 

Parahyaena brunnea Brown hyaena ISEM FD126 Toulon Zoo Feces 11,739,905 3,243 17x Pending Pending 

Bdeogale nigripes 

Black-footed 

mongoose FMNH 167685 Gabon Tissue 6,839,178 8,215 61x SRR6053065* Pending 

Fossa fossana Malagasy civet FMNH 156648 Madagascar Tissue 4,914,258 17,689 131x SRR6053060* Pending 

Viverra tangalunga Malayan civet FMNH 146957 Philippines Tissue 5,648,442 23,116 205x SRR6053069* Pending 

*: UCE capture reads from Esselstyn et al. (2017); NMB: National Museum, Bloemfontein, South Africa; ISEM: Institut des Sciences de l'Evolution, 

Montpellier, France; FMNH: Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, IL, USA. 



Table S7: Node calibrations used for the Bayesian dating inferences based on 
mitogenomic data. 
 
  



Node upper	limit	(My) lower	limit	(My)

Felis_catus,Lynx_lynx NA 5.3
Felis_catus,Panthera_onca 16.4 NA
Felis_catus,Prionodon_pardicolor NA 28.5
Proteles_cristatus_cristatus_TS307,Hyaena_hyaena 16.4 NA
Urva_javanica,Fossa_fossana_FMNH156648_SRR6053060 NA 16.4
Proteles_cristatus_cristatus_TS307,Urva_javanica NA 16.4
Civettictis_civetta,Genetta_servalina NA 11.2
Canis_lupus,Urocyon_cinereoargenteus NA 5.3
Mephitis_mephitis,Spilogale_putorius NA 1.8
Procyon_lotor,Nasua_nasua NA 11.2
Nasua_nasua,Ailurus_fulgens NA 16.4
Arctocephalus_pusillus,Zalophus_californianus NA 1.8
Mirounga_leonina,Phoca_fasciata NA 11.2
Arctocephalus_pusillus,Phoca_fasciata NA 16.4
Arctocephalus_pusillus,Nasua_nasua NA 28.5
Ursus_arctos,Ailuropoda_melanoleuca NA 3.5
Canis_lupus,Ursus_arctos NA 37
Felis_catus,Canis_lupus 65.8 50



Table S8: Results of contamination analyses performed with BlobTools for the 
aardwolf (Proteles cristata). 
 
Table S9: Results of contamination analyses performed with BlobTools for the bat-
eared fox (Otocyon megalotis). 
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Table S10: Summary information for the Carnivora genomes available either on 
Genbank, DNAZoo (https://www.dnazoo.org) and the OrthoMaM database as of 
February 11th, 2020. The “OMM” column indicates if the genome was available on 
OMM (yes) or not (no). The “Annotation” column indicates whether the genome was 
already annotated (yes) or not (no). 
 



Complete Fragmented Missing Single Duplicated
Acinonyx	jubatus Carnivora Felidae GCF_001443585.1 aciJub1 NCBI Acinonyx	jubatus	[aciJub1] 90.5 6.0 3.5 90.2 0.3 Yes Yes
Ailuropoda	melanoleuca Carnivora Ursidae GCF_000004335.2 AilMel_1.0 NCBI Ailuropoda	melanoleuca	[AilMel_1.0] 92.9 4.6 2.5 92.6 0.3 Yes Yes
Ailurus	fulgens Carnivora Ailuridae ASM200746v1_DNAZoo_HiC ASM200746v1_DNAZoo_HiC DNAZoo Ailurus	fulgens	[ASM200746v1_DNAZoo_HiC] 95.4 2.3 2.3 94.6 0.8 No Yes
Arctocephalus	gazella Carnivora Otariidae GCA_900500725.1 ArcGazv1.4 NCBI Arctocephalus	gazella	[ArcGazv1.4] 81.6 12.4 6.0 80.8 0.8 No No
Callorhinus	ursinus Carnivora Otariidae GCF_003265705.1 ASM326570v1 NCBI Callorhinus	ursinus	[ASM326570v1] 93.0 3.6 3.4 81.2 11.8 No Yes
Canis	lupus Carnivora Canidae GCF_000002285.3 CanFam3.1 NCBI Canis	lupus	[CanFam3.1] 95.3 2.4 2.3 94.0 1.3 Yes Yes
Crocuta	crocuta Carnivora Hyaenidae GCA_008692635.1 BGI_CrCroc_1.0 NCBI Crocuta	crocuta	[BGI_CrCroc_1.0] 95.5 2.5 2.0 95.0 0.5 No No
Cryptoprocta	ferox Carnivora Eupleridae GCA_004023885.1 CryFer_v1_BIUU NCBI Cryptoprocta	ferox	[CryFer_v1_BIUU] 85.9 10.6 3.5 84.9 1.0 No No
Enhydra	lutris Carnivora Mustelidae GCF_002288905.1 ASM228890v2 NCBI Enhydra	lutris	[ASM228890v2] 94.2 3.5 2.3 93.2 1.0 Yes Yes
Eumetopias	jubatus Carnivora Otariidae GCF_004028035.1 ASM402803v1 NCBI Eumetopias	jubatus	[ASM402803v1] 93.4 3.7 2.9 91.2 2.2 No Yes
Felis	catus Carnivora Felidae GCF_000181335.3 Felis_catus_9.0 NCBI Felis	catus	[Felis_catus_9] 93.1 3.8 3.1 92.7 0.4 Yes Yes
Gulo	gulo Carnivora Mustelidae GCA_900006375.2 Gulo_2.2_annotated NCBI Gulo	gulo	[Gulo_2.2] 85.4 10.6 4.0 85.0 0.4 No Yes
Helogale	parvula Carnivora Herpestidae GCA_004023845.1 HelPar_v1_BIUU NCBI Helogale	parvula	[HelPar_v1_BIUU] 83.9 11.8 4.3 83.2 0.7 No No
Hyaena	hyaena Carnivora Hyaenidae GCA_003009895.1 ASM300989v1 NCBI Hyaena	hyaena	[ASM300989v1] 93.5 4.0 2.5 92.8 0.7 No No
Leptonychotes	weddellii Carnivora Phocidae GCF_000349705.1 LepWed1.0 NCBI Leptonychotes	weddellii	[LepWed1.0] 78.8 15.3 5.9 77.8 1.0 Yes Yes
Lutra	lutra Carnivora Mustelidae mLutLut1_DNAZoo_HiC mLutLut1_DNAZoo_HiC DNAZoo Lutra	lutra	[mLutLut1_DNAZoo_HiC] 95.5 2.2 2.3 94.1 1.4 No Yes
Lycaon	pictus Carnivora Canidae sis2-181106_DNAZoo_HiC sis2-181106_DNAZoo_HiC DNAZoo Lycaon	pictus	[sis2-181106_DNAZoo_HiC] 94.7 2.5 2.8 93.5 1.2 No Yes
Lynx	canadensis Carnivora Felidae GCA_007474595.1 mLynCan4_v1.p NCBI Lynx	canadensis	[mLynCan4_v1.p_VGP] 94.6 2.7 2.7 94.2 0.4 No Yes
Lynx	pardinus Carnivora Felidae GCA_900661375.1 LYPA1.0 NCBI Lynx	pardinus	[LYPA1.0] 94.4 3.1 2.5 93.9 0.5 No Yes
Mellivora	capensis Carnivora Mustelidae GCA_004024625.1 MelCap_v1_BIUU NCBI Mellivora	capensis	[MelCap_v1_BIUU] 78.2 16.1 5.7 77.7 0.5 No No
Mirounga	angustirostris Carnivora Phocidae Mirounga_angustirostris_DNAZoo_HiC Mirounga_angustirostris_DNAZoo_HiC DNAZoo Mirounga	angustirostris	[Mirounga_angustirostris_DNAZoo_HiC] 94.7 2.8 2.5 93.7 1.0 No Yes
Mungos	mungo Carnivora Herpestidae GCA_004023785.1 MunMun_v1_BIUU NCBI Mungos	mungo	[MunMun_v1_BIUU] 87.4 9.1 3.5 86.6 0.8 No No
Mustela	putorius Carnivora Mustelidae GCF_000215625.1 MusPutFur1.0 NCBI Mustela	putorius	[MusPutFur1.0] 93.5 3.9 2.6 92.9 0.6 Yes Yes
Nasua	narica Carnivora Procyonidae Nasua_narica_DNAZoo_HiC Nasua_narica_DNAZoo_HiC DNAZoo Nasua	narica	[Nasua_narica_DNAZoo_HiC] 90.7 5.0 4.3 90.1 0.6 No No
Neofelis	nebulosa Carnivora Felidae Neofelis_nebulosa_DNAZoo_HiC Neofelis_nebulosa_DNAZoo_HiC DNAZoo Neofelis	nebulosa	[Neofelis_nebulosa_DNAZoo_HiC] 95.8 1.9 2.3 95.1 0.7 No Yes
Neomonachus	schauinslandi Carnivora Phocidae GCF_002201575.1 ASM220157v1 NCBI Neomonachus	schauinslandi	[ASM220157v1] 93.0 4.3 2.7 91.9 1.1 Yes Yes
Neovison	vison Carnivora Mustelidae GCA_900108605.1 NNQGG.v01 NCBI Neovison	vison	[NNQGG.v01] 94.0 3.8 2.2 93.4 0.6 No No
Odobenus	rosmarus Carnivora Odobenidae GCF_000321225.1 Oros_1.0 NCBI Odobenus	rosmarus	[Oros_1.0] 93.4 3.8 2.8 91.9 1.5 Yes Yes
Otocyon	megalotis Carnivora Canidae ISEM_TS305_MaSuRCA Otoc_meg_TS305_MaSuRCA ISEM Otocyon	megalotis	[ISEM_TS305_MaSuRCA] 92.9 4.2 2.9 91.7 1.2 No Yes
Panthera	leo Carnivora Felidae GCA_008795835.1 PanLeo1.0 NCBI Panthera	leo	[PanLeo1.0] 96.2 1.9 1.9 95.6 0.6 No No
Panthera	onca Carnivora Felidae GCA_004023805.1 PanOnc_v1_BIUU NCBI Panthera	onca	[PanOnc_v1_BIUU] 78.4 15.7 5.9 78.0 0.4 No No
Panthera	pardus Carnivora Felidae GCF_001857705.1 PanPar1.0 NCBI Panthera	pardus	[PanPar1.0] 93.5 3.8 2.7 92.7 0.8 Yes Yes
Panthera	tigris Carnivora Felidae GCF_000464555.1 PanTig1.0 NCBI Panthera	tigris	[PanTig1.0] 91.5 5.3 3.2 91.2 0.3 Yes Yes
Paradoxurus	hermaphroditus Carnivora Viverridae GCA_004024585.1 ParHer_v1_BIUU NCBI Paradoxurus	hermaphroditus	[ParHer_v1_BIUU] 74.8 18.4 6.8 74.2 0.6 No No
Phoca	vitulina Carnivora Phocidae GSC_HSeal_1.0_DNAZoo_HiC GSC_HSeal_1.0_DNAZoo_HiC DNAZoo Phoca	vitulina	[GSC_HSeal_1.0_DNAZoo_HiC] 95.2 2.3 2.5 94.1 1.1 No Yes
Potos	flavus Carnivora Procyonidae Potos_flavus_DNAZoo_HiC Potos_flavus_DNAZoo_HiC DNAZoo Potos	flavus	[Potos_flavus_DNAZoo_HiC] 92.7 4.4 2.9 92.2 0.5 No Yes
Prionailurus	bengalensis Carnivora Felidae GCA_005406085.1 Prionailurus_bengalensis_euptilurus_v01 NCBI Prionailurus	bengalensis	[Prionailurus_bengalensis_euptilurus_v01] 84.2 11.0 4.8 83.7 0.5 No No
Procyon	lotor Carnivora Procyonidae pl-1k_DNAZoo_HiC pl-1k_DNAZoo_HiC DNAZoo Procyon	lotor	[pl-1k_DNAZoo_HiC] 87.8 7.2 5.0 87.2 0.6 No Yes
Proteles	cristatus Carnivora Hyaenidae ISEM_TS307_MaSuRCA Prot_cri_TS307_MaSuRCA ISEM Proteles	cristatus	[ISEM_TS307_MaSuRCA] 92.8 3.8 3.4 92.3 0.5 No Yes
Pteronura	brasiliensis Carnivora Mustelidae GCA_004024605.1 PteBra_v1_BIUU NCBI Pteronura	brasiliensis	[PteBra_v1_BIUU] 82.0 13.3 4.7 81.4 0.6 No No
Puma	concolor Carnivora Felidae GCF_003327715.1 PumCon1.0 NCBI Puma	concolor	[PumCon1] 93.4 3.4 3.2 93.0 0.4 No Yes
Spilogale	gracilis Carnivora Mephitidae GCA_004023965.1 SpiGra_v1_BIUU NCBI Spilogale	gracilis	[SpiGra_v1_BIUU] 76.7 17.1 6.2 76.1 0.6 No No
Suricata	suricatta Carnivora Herpestidae GCF_006229205.1 meerkat_22Aug2017_6uvM2_HiC DNAZoo Suricata	suricatta	[meerkat_22Aug2017_6uvM2_DNAZoo_HiC] 94.7 2.6 2.7 93.5 1.2 No Yes
Taxidea	taxus Carnivora Mustelidae GCA_003697995.1 ASM369799v1 NCBI Taxidea	taxus	[ASM369799v1] 58.5 28.4 13.1 57.5 1.0 No No
Ursus	americanus Carnivora Ursidae ASM334442v1_DNAZoo_HiC ASM334442v1_DNAZoo_HiC DNAZoo Ursus	americanus	[ASM334442v1_DNAZoo_HiC] 93.9 3.3 2.8 93.3 0.6 No Yes
Ursus	arctos Carnivora Ursidae ASM358476v1_DNAZoo_HiC ASM358476v1_DNAZoo_HiC DNAZoo Ursus	arctos	[ASM358476v1_DNAZoo_HiC] 95.7 2.0 2.3 94.8 0.9 No Yes
Ursus	maritimus Carnivora Ursidae GCF_000687225.1 UrsMar_1.0 NCBI Ursus	maritimus	[UrsMar_1] 91.8 5.5 2.7 91.4 0.4 Yes Yes
Ursus	thibetanus Carnivora Ursidae GCA_009660055.1 ASM966005v1 NCBI Ursus	thibetanus	[ASM966005v1] 95.8 1.8 2.4 94.4 1.4 No No
Vulpes	vulpes Carnivora Canidae VulVul2.2_DNAZoo_HiC VulVul2.2_DNAZoo_HiC NCBI Vulpes	vulpes	[VulVul2.2_DNAZoo_HiC] 94.7 2.8 2.5 93.3 1.4 No Yes
Zalophus	californianus Carnivora Otariidae GCF_900631625.1 zalCal2.2 NCBI Zalophus	californianus	[zalCal2.2] 93.3 3.7 3.0 91.8 1.5 No Yes
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